What lessons does the COVID-19 pandemic hold for global alcohol policy?
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COVID-19 is a ‘syndemic’, its impact exacerbated by existing socioeconomic inequalities that also underpin the global burden of non-communicable diseases (NCDs).1 Lockdown measures have changed patterns of alcohol consumption and disrupted the provision of health services for people with NCDs. Moreover, insufficient vaccines and therapeutics, combined with a higher burden of NCDs, mean that some low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) such as Brazil, India and Mexico now suffer from the world’s highest COVID-19 death tolls. As described by the WHO director-general, ‘the world is on the brink of a catastrophic moral failure—and the price of this failure will be paid with lives and livelihoods in the world’s poorest countries’.2 Effective policy responses for both COVID-19 and NCDs are urgently needed, to protect future generations from further health inequities.

The world’s focus on COVID-19 has diverted attention from the equally devastating epidemic of NCDs. In May 2021, the Independent Panel for Pandemic Preparedness and Response recommended a Framework Convention to strengthen international governance for pandemics.3 For over 15 years, civil society has been calling for a similar international instrument for alcohol control, but WHO’s recently proposed action plan (2022–2030) to strengthen implementation of the global strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol1 is a far weaker response. WHO has acknowledged the need for stronger global governance mechanisms for alcohol, akin to its Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC).5 An evaluation of WHO’s global action plan on NCDs (2013–2020) also showed incremental progress made in policies addressing tobacco use, but none of the other risk factors including alcohol.6 However, in 2020, the WHO Executive Board (EB) rejected a proposal by Thailand and other LMICs to ‘convene a working group to review and propose the feasibility of developing an international instrument for alcohol control’.4 This proposal was strongly opposed by several high-income countries (HICs) such as the USA, Australia and New Zealand.7–9

What can we learn from the COVID-19 pandemic that may be applied to global alcohol policy? First, actions prioritising global health in these countries. Here an FCAC should continue to advocate for a Framework Convention on alcohol, given alcohol meets the same conditions that formed the basis for WHO’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.
commercial interests on alcohol policy. Because of the FCTC, the protection of tobacco control is now considered in international trade negotiations and the World Trade Organization.\textsuperscript{10,11} Australia’s experience with the Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations illustrates that alcohol never received attention due to the lack of an international treaty.\textsuperscript{12}

Second, the interests of LMICs must be better represented in global health policy development. The concentration of manufacturing capacity of vaccines, diagnostics and therapeutics in HICs has been a major contributor to inequity in the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{3} Similarly, LMICs suffer disproportionately from alcohol-attributable burden of disease,\textsuperscript{13} the targets for market expansion by the transnational producers of alcohol, and yet are under-represented in the negotiation processes for alcohol policy at WHO. At the WHO EB meeting in 2020, while the proposal in favour of an FCAC by Thailand and other LMICs (Bangladesh, Bhutan, Indonesia, Iran, Sri Lanka and Vietnam) failed to gain support early on, HICs (Australia, Canada, European Union, New Zealand, Norway and USA) were the key actors in bilateral consultations during the subsequent negotiations with the chair (Japan), also a HIC.\textsuperscript{7} On the other hand, the formation of alliances between HICs and LMICs was essential to the success of the FCTC negotiations. The FCTC was initially championed by Canada, with the backing of Finland, Mexico and Tanzania.\textsuperscript{14} Brazil then played a leadership role in the FCTC negotiations, expanding the participation of LMICs.\textsuperscript{15} An FCAC will require support from governments of HICs to uphold equity for LMICs.

Third, continued solidarity with civil society is needed in responding to global health threats. Civil society organisations (CSOs) have played a key role in the pandemic response, for example, by providing information to the public, supporting the needs of vulnerable groups, and facilitating accountability over state and private sector decisions.\textsuperscript{16} CSOs fill similar roles in alcohol control, and many international CSOs, such as the Global Alcohol Policy Alliance, Green Crescent, Movendi International, NCD Alliance, Union for International Cancer Control and World Medical Association, have shown strong support for an FCAC. Locally, CSOs must also advocate for their governments’ backing of an FCAC. A broad coalition of CSOs would enable mobilisation of political will globally, although importantly, organisations funded by the alcohol industry employ sophisticated strategies to position themselves as ‘partners’ in addressing alcohol-related harm, including sponsoring intergovernmental events, educational interventions and alcohol research.\textsuperscript{17} While CSOs should be recognised as important partners, their roles must be clearly distinguished from entities with potential conflicts of interest in alcohol control.

Finally, stronger and independent leadership by WHO is critical. Alcohol control is severely under-resourced at the WHO level,\textsuperscript{18} with member states reporting insufficient technical assistance and lack of coordination as barriers to implementation of effective alcohol policies.\textsuperscript{19} In contrast, tobacco control being the top priority of a former WHO director-general meant that resources could be devoted to the development of an FCTC.\textsuperscript{14} The COVID-19 pandemic has also exposed structural problems with WHO, especially its precarious funding, with the Independent Panel noting that WHO’s current financing model “is a major risk to the integrity and independence of its work.”\textsuperscript{20} A shortfall in funding for the global COVID-19 response led to the WHO Foundation’s establishment to broaden WHO’s donor pool.\textsuperscript{21} Notably, the foundation’s gift acceptance policy only lists the tobacco and arms industries as ‘strictly off limits,’\textsuperscript{22} leaving room for influence from other commercial actors including the alcohol industry. The foundation’s COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund\textsuperscript{22} has received funding from entities with clear conflicts of interest in NCD control, including manufacturers of breast milk substitutes, sugary drinks and ultra-processed foods, raising concerns about industry interference in WHO’s development of global health policy. WHO requires much stronger financial support from member states, particularly HICs, to maintain its independence and integrity. Against the backdrop of the United Nations’ promotion of public–private partnerships and WHO’s continued dialogue with the alcohol industry, a Framework Convention enabling clearer rules of engagement with the industry is now more important than ever.

To reduce global health inequities for LMICs and counter industry interference, WHO must be supported by governments of HICs acting in solidarity with LMICs and civil society. As a Framework Convention for pandemics is being considered, we argue that alcohol requires a similar international response. Like tobacco, alcohol is a group 1 carcinogen, meaning that any use is harmful. Alcohol has also met the same conditions that formed the basis for the FCTC: (1) the scope of the damage makes alcohol a public health tragedy of the first order; (2) the problem exists in every country; (3) key elements, such as cross-border marketing, transcend national boundaries; and (4) the problem has proven incapable of being fully tamed by countries acting in isolation.\textsuperscript{23} Such a legal instrument is vital to minimise the influence of the transnational alcohol industry, which operates in ways very similar to the tobacco industry and has contributed to failure by governments to implement more effective alcohol policies.\textsuperscript{17} While an FCAC has been called politically infeasible,\textsuperscript{24} the FCTC was also criticised as ‘ambiguous to a fault’ but eventually made possible by several key factors: member state leadership in coalition building, strong support by civil society and WHO leadership.\textsuperscript{14} We should not lose sight of these lessons.
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